
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1006

Wow!

Not only Prince Tian,   there are even Prince Qiu, Prince Duan, and

other top chaebols in Jiangnan City.

This group of people gathered almost all the top talents of the younger

generation in Jiang City.

Seeing the arrival of Prince Tian and others, Chang Yuan seemed to see

the backbone of the master, and immediately clutching his cheek, he

ran forward:

“Prince Tian,   you are going to be the master for me! This Yang

Mingpeng is crazy. , He was so timid and wanted to hit me! ”

Huh?

Heard this.

Prince Tian was taken aback for a moment, and asked Chang Yuan

suspiciously:

“Who are you?”

What!

At this moment, not only Chang Yuan was stunned, but even the many

guests around him were all stunned.

Wasn’t Prince Tian just for Chang Yuan, even forcing the Yang family

to kowtow to apologize?

Why now, he actually asked who Chang Yuan was?

This… for a while, everyone felt that things seemed not that simple.

As for Chang Yuan, there was a tingle in his heart, with a hint of

ominous premonition, and he could only say to Prince Tian : “Prince

Tian,   I am Chang Yuan. You forgot. Last time I called you to seek

Help! It was you who made the Yang family go soft, and even

kowtowed to apologize and sacrificed the Galaxy Tower!” “Have you

forgotten?”

What!

Hearing Chang Yuan’s words, Prince Tian was stunned.

He looked at Chang Yuan’s gaze as if he was looking at a madman.

“Are you sure you didn’t make a mistake?” Prince Tian stared at Chang

Yuan and asked directly:

“I persecuted the Yang family? Let them kneel to apologize, and let

them dedicate Xinghe?”

Huh?

Made a mistake?

The ominous premonition in Chang Yuan’s heart became stronger, but

he could only bite the bullet and said: “Prince Tian,   you… don’t make

fun of me! How could I be mistaken for this kind of thing!”

“After all , There are not many people who can persecute the Yang

family! Among the people I ask for help, only you have this ability!”

“Could it be, isn’t it?”

Chang Yuan looked at Prince Tian,   only feeling his own heart. , Almost

reached the throat.

There can be nothing wrong!

There is absolutely nothing wrong!

It must have been made by Prince Tian,   otherwise, how could the Yang

family be inexplicably, kneel down to apologize and sacrifice Galaxy?

And at this moment, just when Chang Yuan was nervous to the

extreme.

But when he saw that Prince Tian shook his head faintly, he sneered

and said:

“Are you an idiot? I promised to help you plead with the Yang family

and spare your life!”

“But for you, I will suppress the Yang family. Forcing the Yang Family

to kneel down to make amends and offer Xinghe?”

“What are you…!”

Boom!

This sentence of Prince Tian didn’t show any mercy.

The tone was full of contempt and contempt for Chang Yuan.

And this word came out.

Chang Yuan was dumbfounded, and the guests around were also

stunned.

Didn’t Prince Tian do it?

This means that the Yang family’s kowtow apologized has nothing to

do with Chang Yuan and Prince Tian,   and the person Yang Mingpeng

feared was not Chang Yuan at all.

Thought of this.

The guests in the box, looking at Chang Yuan’s gaze, instantly became

weird.

Only then did they know that all of this was Chang Yuan’s own wise,

big oolong.

Puff!

As for Chang Yuan, it was as if all his strength had been drained, his

eyes went dark, and his ass fell to the ground in an instant.

He seemed stupid, with a dull and confounded face: “How could it be

that it wasn’t Prince Tian,   it wasn’t him, who else would it be?”

” Who is it? Only to make the Yang family fearful, this…how could it

be possible!”
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